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A.  Read the following text carefully, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer all 

the questions that follow. Your answers should be based on the text:      
    Most doctors used to be sceptical about the validity of homoeopathy, acupuncture and other 

forms of complementary medicine. However, in recent years, the perception of this type of 

treatment has changed. These days, many family doctors study complementary medicine 

alongside conventional treatments, and many complementary medicine consultants also have 

medical degrees. 

    At a surgery in London, 70 per cent of patients who were offered the choice between a herbal 

or a conventional medicine for common complaints such as insomnia, arthritis and migraines 

chose the herbal remedy. Fifty per cent of patients then said that the treatment helped. One 

doctor said, "I now consider homoeopathy to be a viable option for many different conditions 

including anxiety, depression and certain allergies. It provides another option when conventional 

medicine does not address the problem adequately". 

     However, complementary medicine cannot be used for all medical treatments. It can never 

substitute for immunisations as it will not produce the antibodies needed to protect against 

childhood diseases. It also cannot be used to protect against malaria. 

    One doctor said, I will always turn to conventional medical treatment first to ensure that no 

underlying condition is missed. However, the idea of complementary treatments is no longer an  

alien concept. In my opinion, it should work alongside modern medicine, and not against it. 

Question Number One: 

1. The writer states that conventional medicine can work for three medical treatments that non-

conventional can’t do. Write down these three medical treatments. 

2. Quote the sentence which shows that the conception of complementary medicine has been 

changed by the time. 

3. The writer mentions three forms of complementary medicine. Write down two of them. 

4. What does the underlined word “my” refer to? 

5.  Find a word in the text which means '' inconvenience’’. 

6. The majority of patients who have been conducting to the study chose herbal medicine to 

treat for variety of diseases. Write down two of these diseases. 

7. Quote the sentence which shows that 50% per cent of patients said that herbal remedy helped 

them to treat common complaints. 

8. Non – conventional medicine cannot work as a replacement for some treatments. Write down  

two of these treatments. 

9. ‘Complementary treatments should work alongside modern medicine, not against it’. Explain 

this statement, and in two sentences, write down your point of view. 

10. People’s conceptions of complementary medicine has changed over time. Suggest three 

reasons for this phenomena. 

See Page Two….. 
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Question Number Two :( 20 points) 
A. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following sentences. 

Write your answers in your ANSWERBOOKLET.                                        (8 points) 

 

1. Canada, as a northern country, has …………….…….. a special interest in the Arctic.  

2. The benefits of using the Internet ……………………… its negative impacts on community.  

3. Rabab used her father’s ……………………………… to build a new school in remote area.   

4. You must not take in medicine without consulting a …………………………………. 

    B. Study the following sentence and answer the question that follows. Write the answer 

down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.           (4 points) 
 

After Ali’s accident, he laid in an unconscious state for two weeks. 

 

Replace the underlined phrases in bold with its suitable meaning. 

 

C. Complete the following sentences with the suitable words derived from the words in 

brackets and write the answer down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.        ( 8  points) 

 

1. Adnan regularly gives .............................. and workshops to teach young people the skills of 

glassblowing.                                                                    

( demonstrate    ,      demonstrative     ,   demonstration ) 

2. Saleem prefers to read Shakespeares’ works rather than……………………....….. literature.     

(contemporarily      ,      contemporize      ,         contemporary   ) 

                                                                                                                                                          

3. The traditional crafts in Madaba ……………………….…all visitors from Europe countries.     

                                                  (  attractive      ,       attract     ,    attraction   ) 

 

4. Students use their tablets to do tasks such as showing photographs and……………diagrams.  

( create     ,     creation     ,    creating     ,    creatively ) 

 

                                                                                                                        See Page Three….. 

     outweigh  ,           inheritance      ,        physician      ,          spent      ,     taken 
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Question Number Three :( 20 points) 
A. Choose the suitable item from those given to complete each of the following sentences 

and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.                                      ( 14 points) 

1. Last semester, Sara……………...….a scholarship to continue her higher education. 

(win   ,    won    ,    wins    ,    have won) 

2. The defenders ………….……..… when Salah struck the ball. 

( weren’t observing    ,     aren’t observing    ,   haven’t observed    ,   didn’t observe ) 

3. Rashed and Ali …………………..……. at that company for three years before they 

established their own company. 

( have been working    ,    has been working    ,    is working    ,    had been working) 

4. By 2025 new adult and teenagers wards …..………. in the King Hussein Cancer Center.  

            ( will have opened    ,    will open   ,     are going to have   ,    will be opening  ) 

5. If Amani …………………..….………PE regularly, her health will be improved. 

(practice    ,        practices    ,      practiced    ,    has practiced ) 

6. Many historical sites …………………. by the archeologists last year. 

(   is rebuilt      ,     was rebuilt        ,    will be rebuild   ,   were rebuilt  ) 

    B.  Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning 

to the one before it, and writes it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.      ( 6 points )  

1.  It isn't necessary to drive fast. 

You …………………….…………………………..…………….……….………..……… 

2.  The Nabataean built Petra in the ancient centuries. 

It ………………….………………………………………………………………………… 

3. It isn’t normal for my kids to stay awake at night. 

My kids ……………………………………………………………………….………………… 

4. I think you shouldn't drink too much coffee.   

If ……………………………………………………………..…………………………….… 

Question Number Four (20 points) 

A. Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each of the 

following sentences and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.       (16 points) 
1. In the sentence, Raed’s car might be broken. The speaker is………………. . 

    (almost sure that Raed’s car is broken    ,    almost sure that Raed’s car isn’t  broken   , 

unsure whether  Raed’s car is broken or not )   

2.  Most careless drivers are used to driving fast in a residential areas ………………people are 

suffering from crowds. 

(    where    ,     which    ,    who   ,   when  ) 

3. Alia said that Rami and Omar ……………………… their essay. 

(  has finished    ,    finishes    ,    had finished    ,     have finished  ) 

4. Mr Shahin …………………….one packet a day but  now he gives up smoking. 

(    is used to smoking   ,     didn’t used to smoke    ,    used to smoke    ,   use to smoke  ) 

See Page Four..…  
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B.  Study the following sentence and answer the question that follows.   ( 4 points ) 

 I was shocked when I heard the news. It came completely red-handed. 

Replace the underlined colour idiom with the correct one. 

 

Question Number Five:   (20 points)  
 

A. EDITING:           (4points) 

Imagine you are an editor in the Jordan Times. You are asked to edit the following lines 

that have one grammatical mistakes, two spelling mistakes and one punctuation mistake. Find 

out these mistakes and correct them. Write the answers in your ANSWER BOOKLET.  

 

Everyone knows that the Internet connects people, but now it do more than that – it connects 

objects, too. These days, computers often comunicate with each other .  for example, your 

tv automatically downloads your favourite programme or your ‘sat nav’ system tells you 

where you are. 

  
 

B. GUIDED WRITING:         (6 points) 

 
Read the information in the table below, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLE write two 

sentences about how to deal with stress. Use the appropriate linking words.      (4 points) 

        

* avoid crowded. 

* find a sport that you enjoy. 

* increase physical activity. 

* drink milk. 

C. FREE WRITING:         (10 points) 

In your ANSWER BOOKLET, write a composition of about 80 words on ONE of the 

following:  

1. Write a paragraph about how you or your family uses modern technology.  

 

2. Write two paragraphs about an arts or cultural event that you have been to or have 

read about. The first paragraph should say what was good about it, and the second 

should contain any criticisms that you may have. 

The end 



 

 
 االجابة النموذجية النموذج الثالث 

Question Number One: 

1. It can never substitute for immunisations as it will not produce the antibodies needed to 

protect against childhood diseases. It also cannot be used to protect against malaria. 

2. However, in recent years, the perception of this type of treatment has changed. 

3. homoeopathy  , acupuncture   ,  

4. one doctor 

5. sceptical 

6. insomnia, arthritis and migraines 

7. Fifty per cent of patients then said that the treatment helped. 

8. immunisations /  childhood diseases / malaria. 

9. Open answer  

10. Any related suggestions. 

 

Question Number Two  

 
A.    1. taken   2. outweigh   3. inheritance      4. physician       

B. coma 
C.   1. demonstration   2. contemporary  3. attract   4. creating     

 

Question Number Three  

 
A.    1. won             2.  weren’t observing       3. had been working   

       4. will have opened      5. practices    6. were rebuilt      

 B.   

1.  You don’t have to drive fast. 

2.  It was the Nabataean who built Petra in the ancient centuries.// It was in the ancient when 

The Nabataean built Petra. 

3. My kids aren’t used to staying awake at night. 

4. If I were you, I wouldn’t drink too much coffee. 

 

Question Number Four  
A.   1. unsure whether  Raed’s car is broken or not         2. where                                                 

3. had finished             4. used to smoke     

B.   out of the blue  

Question Number Five  

A.  
1. does    2. communicate      3. other ,  for example 4.  T. V  

B. Free answer   

     C. Open Answer 


